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Reinhart Selects E-Discovery Platform for Its Large-
Scale Review Capabilities
MILWAUKEE – Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. (Reinhart) announces that the
firm has implemented Relativity for e-discovery document review. Developed by
kCura, Relativity's production capabilities and ease-of-use allow the firm to easily
meet deadlines and provide cost-effective review for their clients.

"Relativity is the workhorse of the industry," said Bill Boren, Litigation Support
Specialist at Reinhart. "With Relativity, we've got enterprise-grade software that
enhances our ability to take on high-volume cases and support clients with highly
complex matters. Our case teams love it because it allows them to quickly
respond, even to the strict production requirements of government agencies. In
as little as 20 minutes of training, attorneys who've never used the platform can
navigate records, conduct basic searches, and code documents."

Reinhart chose Relativity for the following benefits:

Flexible Production Options

Relativity gives Reinhart's case teams flexible options for the production and
export of documents, helping them meet critical deadlines for complex
commercial litigation and second requests.

Collaboration

Relativity allows Reinhart's attorneys to collaborate with their clients and
expert witnesses to find key documents.

Large-Scale Review

Reinhart can quickly scale Relativity to take on multi-million record cases,
allowing them to meet the needs of clients.

"It's great to work with a firm that is so committed to their clients," said Andrew
Sieja, president and CEO of kCura. "We're thrilled that Reinhart's firm-wide
investment in Relativity makes us a part of that commitment. We look forward to
supporting the firm as they continue to provide excellent legal services for their
clients."
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These materials provide general information which does not constitute legal or tax advice and should not be relied upon as such. Particular facts or
future developments in the law may affect the topic(s) addressed within these materials. Always consult with a lawyer about your particular
circumstances before acting on any information presented in these materials because it may not be applicable to you or your situation. Providing
these materials to you does not create an attorney/client relationship. You should not provide confidential information to us until Reinhart agrees to
represent you.


